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Exciting New Items!
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NEW47380 | Kretschmar London Broil 2/8.5lb.

Our new Premium Kretschmar London Broil is hand-trimmed, seasoned 
and slow cooked beef for a rich flavor and extraordinarily tender 
texture.
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N In Bavaria, Pretzels are the Holy Grail of baking. We are proud to share these 

passionately crafted treats with you so you can experience pretzels the way they 
were meant to be. This perfectly baked pretzel bun is brown on the outside, fluffy 
on the inside, and will be a hit with any sandwich or burger. Use it for breakfast 
sandwiches too!

40240 | Prop & Peller Bavarian Pretzel Burger Bun 72ct.

The classic heat of Buffalo wing flavor, blended with minced garlic 
and freshly-grated parmesan delivers satisfyingly savory flavor to a 
wide variety of menu items, not just wings….

Beef
TENDER LONDON BROIL 

01493 | Rich’s Gluten Free 12” Par Baked Raised Edge Pizza Crust 12/12” 
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Our exclusive honey butter biscuit coating blends the flavor of a hugely 
popular biscuit with succulent, tail-off shrimp. Serve it as an appetizer with 
some hot sauce, or paired with just about anything. It’s also a perfect 
takeout item.

79806 | Honey Butter Biscuit Shrimp 4/2.5lb.

76801 | Mini Kansas City Wild Wings 2/5lb.

Tasty and tender, these whole muscle pork 
shanks are slow cooked and ready to serve. 
These versatile wings can be prepared a variety 
of ways and will fly off the menu.

GAME CHANGER! Made from rice flour this Gluten Free Pizza Crust 
cooks, cuts and crunches like a traditional pizza – without the guilt.
Bake-able as well right on the rack at 400F! Get it on yer menu today…
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01609 | 8" single layer yellow 

cake topped with rich vanilla 

butter crème, decorated with 

celebration sprinkles 6/8”

30303 | 8" single layer carrot 

cake w/ smooth cream cheese 

icing, cake crumbles and carrot 

decorations 6/8”

01612 | 8" single layer red velvet 

cake topped with smooth cream 

cheese icing, decorated with red 

velvet cake crumbles 6/8”


